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LSK Series

A small container, created to always have at
disposition an essential kit in a exceptionally
reduced space made possible by meticulous
organisation. 
A kit, which can also be integrated with other
kits which do not have a space specifically
for laryngoscopes. 
It is made in expansive polyethylene and
Lycra, is compact and shockproof and has a
zip closure. Inside there are areas for blades
and handles of laryngoscopes which are well
protected by the use of elastic loops. 
LSK 2 contains
• a conventional light paediatric handle
• three Macintosh blades
• three Miller blades
Also available in fibre-optic version.
Further information on the comparison chart
pg. 420.
Dimensions: 200 x 70 x h200 mm
Weight empty: 350 g
Weight complete: 910 g
LSK 2 empty DG00101A
LSK 2 complete DG03115B
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To work well is also to work with style. This is
why Spencer offers a range of laryngoscope
holders created by the unmistakable hand of
our designer. Not only are they attractive to
look at but above all perfectly efficient and
rich with intelligent working solutions. Ideal for
professional use, exceptional for their com-
pactness and the protection they offer, they
will also give your work an image of quality. 
All kits in the LSK Series which contain a con-
ventional light or fibre-optic adult handle are
integrated with the innovative and exclusive
silicone Grip Up handle holder which gua-
rantees the user an extremely pleasant, firm
ergonometric grip.

A container that can boast the qualities of
lightness, mobility, functionality, resistance
and durability. Due to its design and versati-
lity, it can easily be inserted in all the back-
packs, bags and cases, answering the call
for different uses.
It is made in expansive polyethylene and
Lycra, is compact and shockproof and has a
zip closure. Inside there are areas for the pla-
cing of blades and handles for laryngosco-
pes which are well protected thanks to the
use of elastic loops. In order to ensure a cor-
rect positioning, there is also a padded flap
between the two shells. 
LSK 1 contains
• a conventional light adult handle  
• a conventional light paediatric handle  
• five Macintosh blades
• five Miller blades
Also available in fibre-optic version.
Further information on the comparison chart
pg. 420.
Dimensions: 220 x 70 x h220 mm
Weight empty: 500 g
Weight complete: 1,5 kg
LSK 1 empty DG00100A
LSK 1 complete DG03113B
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